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EFFECTS OF RADIATION
AND FALLOUT
BY JAMES F. CROW

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

PAMPHLET N o .

256

ij some descendant of mine - a promising grandson or
granddaughter - going to die of leukemia or bone cancer at 20
even though 1 know today the danger from nuclear fallout? A
reasonable amount of intelligence and social concern on the
art of the genwation of living adults now wn prevent this

LButhapW"g. produce

fdure to
this "ounce of prevention" has other
and equal1 fatal ccmsequences. Insensitiveness to the anxious
concerns dsmaller nations who have suffered de ly horn direct
hits, as well as fallout (witness Japan), can an has produced
festering international hatreds which erupt into international
catastr hes. An example was our "Japanese Exclusion Act" of
1924 an its natural follow-up - Pearl Harbor in 1941.
This pamphlet is a vivid warning. It can, as I see it, lead to
one conclusion only, That is this: to continue to carry out nuclear
bomb tests risks life, now and for future generations. Qne hopes
that the voice of a concerned public may make itself felt.
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EFFECTS OF RADIATION
AND FALLOUT
BY JAMES

F. CROW

Dr. j a m s F. Crow, Professor of Genetics at the
University of Wisconsin, was a member of
committee on the genetic efects of radhtion of the
National A&y
of Scisnces - Notional R e d c h
C a u d l . He was also atno t h autbritie~who
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at the Heatings of t Joint CongressiumZ
Committee on Atonaic E m g y in June 1957.
This pamphbt u m published in coopration
with the Institute for International Order. , The
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The atomic age has brought great hopes and even greater fears
- hopes for economic advance t b g h a new swrce of energy
and for scientific and m e d i d discoveries from radiuactive chemfcal tracers, but, at the same time, fears d an unspeakably homiIe
nucIear w.
But regardless of the h a l good or bad hom fusions and 6ssions, we are faced with an immediate problem radiation. For
radiation is an inevitable product of nuclear energy, whethex used
as a controlled power source or for producing an explosion. In
industrial applications, pxotecting workers from these radiations
and getting rid of radioactive wastes are troubl~omeand expensive problems. In bomb tests, radiations and radiation-producing products are given OH, some of which are d e d over
the entire surface of the earth. When these descend as "fallout*
everybody is exposed one way or another,

-

Is fhe harm from fallout negligible, as some have said? Or is
it so dangerous that it constitutes, in itself, a sdcient reason
to stop further testing? How does it compare with 0 t h risks
that we grudgingly, and often willingIy, accept such things as
automobile and airplane accidents, possible risks from cigarette
smoking air pollution by smoke, chemical wastes, and automobile
exhausts? How does the risk compare with that from other
sources of radiation
natural radiation and medical X-rays?
These are vital questions.

-

-

The decision to continue nuclear bomb tests depends on many
considerations, military, poIiticd, diplomatic and maral. This
pamphlet considers only one: the possible risk to the health and
welfare of this and future generations.

RADIATION
w m is~ radiation? We cannot see, hear, smell,taste w fee1 it.
Yet it can have the most devastating effects on the body. Enough
radiation is fatal; smaller amounts may cause burns or loss of
hair. There are long-delayed effects, too, such as life shortening
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and cancer. Still more insidiously, radiation may produce changes
in heredity causing abnormalities or disease which may occur
many generations later.
Radioactive chemicab are those whose atom have a tendency
to disintegrate. This may be occurring naturally, as in radium or
uranium, or as a consequence of nuclear fission, in strontium-g0
and cesium-137 two elements recently brought from obscurity
to notoriety.
Different radioactive elements disintegrate at difFerent rates.
For example, strontium-90 decays at such a rate that half of the
atoms have disintegrated in about 28 years; thus it is said to have
a half-life of 28 years. Elements vary in their half-lives from
milIiseconds to millennia.
W h e n a radioactive atom disintegrates it gives ofE several kinds
of mdiatim. U n e very important kind of radiation, produced for
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example when casium-137 disintegrates,
is gamma radiation.
Gamma rays are very
much like ordinary

Bght except that they
have more energy and
can penetrate objects
that we usually regard as opaque. They
go through human
tissue much as ordin a r y l i g h t goes
though glass.
The characteristic
feature of all -&ations is that they carry
energy from one point
to another. Radiation
has been aptly de-

scribed as h e r @ on the move.* In fact, it is mwing at a rate
of some 188,000 miles per second! It is this packet of absorbed
energy that leads to aIl the manifestations of radiation that we
detect.

how do radiations affect the body?
An atom is composed of a central core surrounded by widely
separated e1ectrons. A gamma ray, when it encounters an atom,
causes an electron to be dislodged and sent into space. The electron, in turn, usudIy attaches to another atom. This process of
electron removal and reattachment is called himtion. The
original gamma ray usually go& on giving rise to o h ioaizations until its energy is spent, thus producing a duster of ionizations. It is the ionization process, and the variety of chemical
events which ensue, that causes the variws biological effects such

as killed cells, cancer, or altered heredity.
Very similar to gamma rays are ordinary X-rays, though gamma
rays are somewhat more penetrating. The familiar X-ray picture
depends on the ability of X-rays to pass through body tissue.
But, of course, there cannot be 100 per cent passage or there
would be no picture. Since fewer rays pass through the bone than
through the soft parts, the bone shows up as a less exposed part
on the Elm.

One might think of the human
body as something like a huge,
very dense flock of small birds,
the mdividua1 birds corresponding to atoms in the body. A bullet shot into the flock would very
likely pass all the way through,
but, if it struck a bird, that bird
might be at any position. A billiard ball would be less likely to
go through without hitting any
of the birds, and fewer balls
would emerge on the other side
of the flock without having
caused any injury. A balIoon or
basketball would striie a bird
very near the edge of the 0ock
and would hardly get into the
interior at all. he bullet, billiard balI, and baIIoon corres- .
pond to a gamma, X- and light
ray.
Some radioactive elements and
nudear fission may aIso erait, besides gamma rays, tiny particles
of high speed (although slower
than gamma and X-rays). From
the standpoint of radiatlm damage, the important ones among
these are betu particles (the
same as electrons) and m W m .
They have the same biological
effect as gamma and X-rays for
they, too, produce ionizations.
The word "radiation" indudes
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these particles as well as rays.
Beta radiation differs from
gamma in k i n g much less pen*
bating - onIy a millimeter or so
in body tissue. Thus beta radiation from an external source affects mainly the skin. But it can
affect the intern1 pruts in another way. For example, &ontium-90, which emits beta particles, gets into the body in the
fwd, thence to the bluod stream
and finally the bone, where it remains, giving off beta radiation
to the bone for many years.
Neutrons are highly p e n e t ing, comparable in this respect to
gamma rays. They will not be discussed further here, however,
for although important near &e explosion, they are not a significant factor in distant fallout.

how i s radiation measumd?
The harm from any type of high energy radiation m l t s from
ionizations in the body tissue. This means that all the various
kinds of radiations can be compared on a common biological
scale by measuring the ionizations produced.
The conventional unit is the roentgen, or r, named after Wilhelm K Roentgen, the German physidst who discwered X-rays.
The officiaI definition of a roentgen is a technical one, bur in
human tissue a roentgen is about X ionizations per cubic mimm,
a micron being 1/25,000 of an inch. Thus one r ovm tbe whole
body, which we often regard as a s m d mount of radiation,
may produce some lOl7 ionizations - that is - 1 followed by
17 zeros. Yet the atoms that are ionized are only an MnitesfmaI
fraction of all the atoms in the M y .

fallout
A nuclear explosion emits enormous amounts of radiation and
radioactive products, but most are dissipated within a short distance. (With H bombs, a few dozen m i h is a short distance1 )
In peacetime testing, personnel are, of course, protected from any
such near effects. k concern in this pamphlet is with distant
fdout.
Even *small" explosions in the W o n range, that is - equiwlent to thousands of tons of TNT - send appreciable amounts

of material into the upper atmos-

phere. Here the winds are prevailingly eastward and of such a
s p e d that the radioactive particles are d e d around the
world in four to seven weeks.
Most of the particles fall down,
perhaps carried by rain or snow,
in a few days or weeks, so most
of the fallout is conenbated in
roughly the same latitude as the
explosion
Because of the easterly direction of the winds, the heaviest
fallout Is east of the test site. For exarnpIe, fallout from the
Nevada tests is heaviat in measuring stations east of the tests,
Regions to the west are a h c M principally by particla that
have been around the -Id.
On the other hand, explosions in the "big" megabon range equivalent to millions of tons of TNT - send radioactive debris
to much greater heights. Here in the stratosphere, above the
clouds and rain, the h e radioactive particles - a thousandth
or ten-thousandth of an inch or less in diameter - remain up
for astonishingly long periods of h e . The half-time, i.e. the time
when 50 per cent have m e down, is about a decade.
During the time that it is in the upper air the material has
.time to become widely distributed over the whole glob. Thus
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fallout reaches all parts of the earth, though there may be 1-1
difEerenw in amount. These difEerenaes depend mainly on latitude and on local weather conditions, for it is likely that much
of the fallout that reach- the earths surface is brought down
by rain and snowfall.
Since the particles remain in the upper air so long, most of the
radiation from elements with a short radioactive half-life is, fortunately, dissipated harmlessly far above any human activity.
Only those that disintegrate slowly will remain h appreciable
amounts by the time the fallout reaches the earth. The two principal dements with a combination of long (but not tm long)
half-life and a tendency to penetrate and remain in the human
body are strontium-90 and cesium-137.
F a k t dects humans either directly - through pewbating
radiations from outside the body - or indirectly - by h g
mesent in the food we eat m the
k we breathe, and thus being
carried to the body interior.
Now that we reaIize that
everyone encounters somefallout,
the important question beoomes:
How much? Is the amount large
enough to have any sigdcance?
Is there enough strontium-90 in
milk and cheese to be a health
hazard? Are our descendants
seriously endangered?

natural radiation
It must be emphasized that radiation is not something new in
man's biobgica1 experience, resulting from his discovery of
X-rays and nuclear energy. There are naturaI radiations which
have been with us all dong. These natural, background radiations
come from naturally radioactive materials in the soil, radioactive
chemicals in the body, and cosmic rays from outer spa-.
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The average person in America & v a
some 0.1 roentgen or
more per year. The amount varies somewhat with altitude, for
cosmic rays increase by about 50 per cent in going from sea level
to a mile high altitude. Likewise, different sob and rocla difEer
in radioactive content. But, roughly, we get about a quarter of
the amount from cosmic rays, a little less than this form radioactive elements (mainly potassium) in the body, and about half
from soil and rocks.

fimt conclusion
The present rate of fallout in the United States, as determined
by "Project Sunshinemof the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC),
is such as to give an external dose rate of from 0.001 to 0.006
roentgens per year. Independent data from Great Britain agree
closely. Thus radiation from fallout is only a small fraction, less
than 5 per cent, of what we r-ve
as natural radiation. Furthermore, the kinds of radiation from naturaI sohave about the
same bioIogica1 effects as fabut.
This permits a first conclusion. Amy i n @ y due to fahut MW

bead)iMctwnofthutwhichisalredyoccsu*Ingdueto

This puts the fallout problem in some sort
of perspective. The effects of fallout may be expected to be
nothing new, but only a statistical inmease in other radiaHon
effects, whatever these are. If natural radiations ate harmful,
so is the present rate of fallout, but to a lesser extent b u s e
of its ]lesser amount.
Let us now examine the biological effects of radiation.
nrduml radiuttom.

GENETIC EFFECTS
rr IP convenient for discussion to divide the biological dects of
radiation into two kinds:
1) genetic damage, or effects showing up in future generations;
2) gomatic damage, or effects showing up later in the life of
the irradiated individual.

chromosomes, genes, and mmutotions
A human adult has some hundred d h m million cells. (Needless to say, nobody bas ever counted tbem.) Inside the cell is a
nucleus containing threadrike or wwmlike Jlmmmnw, There
is some uncertainty a b u t the exact n u m b per cell; some investigators have reported 48, others 48.
Each chromosome has many (perhaps a few hundred) genes,
arranged single He along the chromosomes. N o W y b o w s what
a gene is, although there is some howledge of the chemical
m h p of the chromosome. W e do h o w tbat associated witb
a parti&
site on the chromosome is the deteminer of a specific hereditary factor, and this we calI the gene. The caUection
of genes that we inherited from our parents determin~what
we am. Each gene ~
B outSits particular function, often in
complex interworking relations with others and with the environment.
Chromosomes, and therefore genes, occu in pairs, one membm of each pair having m e from each parent Just before the
egg or sperm is produced there is a randomization process by

which each egg or sperm receives one, and only one, member
of each palr (for this process biologists use the word meids,
meaning 9 0 make smallerP) Our entire biological legacy pasm
through these two tiny mils - the egg no larger than a dot on
this page, the sperm much smaller, so that a microscope is n d e d
to see it.
A gene is remarkably stabk. Ordinarily it is transmitted unchanged from parent to ofkprhg for generation after generation.
But rarely, perhaps once in a hundred thousand generations, a
gene changes, or mututes. The changed, or mutunt gene is just
as stable as the original, and it, too, is transmitted gemeration
&er generation until, on the average some hundred thousand
generations later, it mutates again, either back to the original or
rt third f m .
Although, as .just seen, the likelihood of any particular gene
mutating in any particular generation is very mnall, w the other
hand, there are a great many g e n in
~ the ceI1 (perhaps 20,000)
so the probability of some one of them mutating is not so small.
Indeed it is likely that a fertilized egg has a chance of 1 in 10
and probably higher of having, somewhere among its thousands
of genes, a new mutant.

to
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An example of a mutant gene is the one symbolized by s that
causes sickIe cell anemia. Tbis is a severe, often fatal, anemia,
characterized, as the name implies, by some wescent-shaped red
blood cells. The severe disease c>ecurs onIy when the person has
two s gena, having inherited one from the mother and one from
the father. A person with only a single dose of the gene is almost
normal, but has a slight anemia which can usually be detected
by laboratory tests.
The s gene is typical of most mutant genes. It does a much
greater amount of harm in double dose than in single dose.
(Curiously, there are parts of the world where the d d l y anemic
single dose form is actually beneficial, for somehow these persons
are more than normally resistant to one kind of malaria. Therefore, in some parts of Ahca where this malaria is common, it is
advantageous to carry one r gene, but not two. It is unusual,
however, to find mutations that are advantageous, even under
special cixcumstances such as these.)

effuct of mutations on the population
Mutations and mutation rates have been studied in a wide
variety of experimental animaIs and plants, and in maa. There
is one genera1 result that dearly
emerges: ahnast all mutations are
harmful. The degree oi harm
ranges from mutant gena that
kiU their d e r , to those that
cause only minor impairment.
Even if we didn't have a great
deal of data on this point, based
on observation, we could s t i l l be
quite sure on theoretical grounds
that mutants w d d d
y be
detrimental. For a mutation is a
random change. It is a random
change in a highly organized,

reasonably smoothly functioning living M y . A random change
in this highly integrated system of chemical processes is almost
certain to impair it -just as a random interchange of connections
in a television set is not likely to improve the picture.
As
d conclusion that is reached when a careful study of
mutations is made, i s that mildIy harmful mutants far outnumber
those causing gross or obvious changes. The best data on this
point comes from the fruit fly, Drmophilu, where geneticists
have been able to make precise measurements of mutational damage. These studies show that for each mutant that causes a visible
effect - crooked legs, changed eye color, misshapen wings there are abwt twenty &at lead to death In the pre-adult stages.
And for each one that causes an early death, there are about
five that cause, not certain death, but a statistical increase in the
dath rate. From this we iafer that the most frequent mutants
in man are not &me leading to heah or obvious hereditary
diseases, but those causing minor impairments leading to higher
embryonic death rates, lowered life expectancy, increase in
disease, or decreased fertility. Thus most of the damage is p b ably the same sort that we already have from other causes.
Ordinarily it will be impossibIe to determine m any specific instanca whether a particular impairment is or is not the result

of

a mutation.
One might think that mutants that muse only a minm impairment are unimportant. But this is not true for the following
reason: A mutant that is very harmful usually causes early death
or sterility. Thus the mutant gene is quickly eliminated from the
population. On the other hand, a mutant that causes a smaller
amount of harm will persist longer, and therefore dect a oorre-

spoadingly larger number of persons. On the average the larger
number affected roughly compensates for the lesser effect on eacb
individual. Since minor mutati~nscan thus cause as much harm
in the long nm as major ones, and occur much mare frequently,
it follows that most of the mutational damage h a population is
due to the accumulation of minw chanp. This means that an
13

estimate of mutational damage based only on obvious hereditary
diseases and conspicuous abnomlitia is a gross underestimate
of the total impact. The ef€ectof miam mutations, thou$ intangible in the sense of being hcWnguishabIe horn the other
ilk we are beset with, is probabIy in the aggregate much more
important.

mdiation and mutationr
fn 1927, H.J. Muller, then at the Universiv of Texas, but now
at Indiana University, made the discovery that X-rays produced
a large increase in the mutation rate in the fruit fly, lhmphdka,

The results were soon m h e d by studies on various animals
and plants and witb various ionizing radiations, so it is now a
well-established principle that any high energy radiation can
cause mutations.
You might ask if any information has been obtained directly
from studies on man,Such information is haxd to obtain for one
obviously cannot perform either experimental radiation or e x p i mental matings. Nevertheless, there is a little information The
studies of the children of H i r d i m a and Nagasaki survivors have
been inconclusive, but two ofher studies d e r some svidence.
One was a mail questionnaire study that showed a slightly lower
proportion of normal: births in the families of American radiologists than in a p u p of pathologists who did not use X-raysin
their profession. The second study, done in France, showed a
deviation in the sex ratio of children of parents who had heavy
X-ray treatments for various diseases. Both studies are dependent
on mail quatimaim, and fox this and other reasons neither is
coacIusive. Together, however, they are strongly suggestive.
Much stronger evidence comes simply from the consideration
that man is, after all, an animal. So far, of d the dozens of plants
and animals that have been adequately tested, not one has fded
to produce more mutations when radiated, and it is improbable
in the extreme that man differs from all others in this respect.
Fox this reason, as well as h a u s e of the supporting data just

mentimd, geneticists have no doubt that radiations do i n m e
the mutation rate in man.
From the standpoint of future generatiom the important cells
in the body are the reproductive cells iu the testes or O V ~ E S ,
for from these the sperms and eggs are derived. AIthough mutations occur and are iduenced by radiatim in all parts of the
M y , it is only those that occur in the reproducthe oells that
matter from the stadpoint of heredity. The amount of g e n e t i d y
sig&cant radiation is that w W reaches the repraduetive d s
prior to repductim-from this standpoint, mutatbu in other
parts of the body, or in a person who wilt not have future chiI-

dren, can be ignored,

A very general and vay simple principle has emerged from
the hundreds of experhats by scores of workers ia radiation
genetics: The number of mutQths Is &ct@ poporHonaI to the
totnl amount af d k t i o n reaching the repmdwth mils.
It makes no difference whether a person receives one mmtgen
per year for ten years, w 10 roentgens all at once -the, genetic
effect is the same. And if he receives 20 rmtgms, the gan&c
risk will be twice as p a t as if be received 10. There are exceptions to this prindple in plant and animal experiments, but they
are at much higher doses than we are concerned with here.

IS

Genetid& are convinced that there is no threshold, i.e. no
produce any mutations. Thus h e is no such
thing as an entirely harmless or "safe" dose. Each dose, however
small, &es
a risk proportional to that dose.
dose too low to

distribution oC mutational damage in time
When ar mutation o m it may cause damage in the first generation of chiIdran, or if it is of the type that causes damage only
when in a doubb dose (I.e., is reemdoe) hundreds of generations
may intewene M o r e the disease occurs-and there me all grades
between &we extremes. f i e bast o v a d summarizing statement
would probabIy be mething like this; Following an increase in
the mutation rate, the resuIting effects would be spread very
tidy through many genaatims. Although the amount of harm
would be greater in the first generation children than in my other
single generation, the fist generation effect is nonetheless a very
small fraction of the total. Geneticists have estimated that about
half the damage would occur in 30-50 generations (this may be
called the W d a m a g e time" by analogy with the half-life of
a radioactive element).
So when we consider genetic dects, we axe dealing with the
longtime future of man - for 30 generations is about a thousand

I
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years.
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The fact that mutational damage is spread wer such long
periods of time makes it clear why the inumclusive results of
the studies of childreg of Japanese A-bomb survivors should not
I6
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biatqmtd as evidence for the nonexistence or nonimportance
of radiation-induced mutations in man. If a large effect appeaxed in the k t generation, the total e i h t would have to be
enormous. The second reason why actual demonstration of radiation-induced mutation in man is so difEcdt is that the mutational
effect, detected as malformations, stillbirths, various diseases, and
increased death rates, are mimicked by various other causes including spontaneous mutations,

-

that any amount of
radiation to the population is genetically damaging is firmly
established and generally accepted But when it comes to saying
how much damage, there is much greater uncertainty.
The Wculty comes from the necessary dependence on e x p i mentaI animals. This alone Is not too batherme, for we often
depend on animal dab for biological and medical conclusions.
The trouble is that, although aU the laboratory s p e c k sbow an
increase of mutation with radiation, the amount of i n m e is different in different animals. For example, typical rates in the house
m w s e are some fifteen tima higher than those in Drosopkih.
Unfortunately there are no other quantitatively reliable data from
any mammal. Thereforewe have littIe choice but to mnsider that
men are mice as far as xesponse to radiation is concerned.
A Iarge study involving hundreds of thousands of mice has
been carried out by Dr.W.L.Russell at the Oak Ridge L a h tory. These show that one roentgen produces about one mutation
in four million genes. It would require some 3060 roentgens to
produce, in mice, a mutation rate equal to that which occurs
spontaneousIy in those human genes that have been adequateIy
studied. Assuming that human genes have the same radiation
sensitivity as mouse genes, a dose of some 30-80roentgens would
double the existing rate.
The period between birth and reproduction in man is about
30 years. During that time the amount of natural radiation r e

T h e conclusions of the previous section

-

ceived is about 3-5 roentgens. If the d a t e s fmm the preceding
paragraph are correct, this is only a small bction of the amount
required to account for the existing rate of spontaneous mutation,
so it must be that the majoriv of mutations are not caused by
natural radiations. Perhaps as m y as 90 per cent are due to
causes 4 t e d to any radiation, though the fraction may be

much less.

medical radiation
In the United States, where there is a wide use of gamma and
X-rays far diagnostic and therapeutic purposes, medical radiations add appreciably to the total received. The average 30-yeardose to the reproductive cells has been ~tirnatedvariously from
25 or more roentgens. This figure is very M c u l t to assess with
any accuracy, but it is clear that the amounts horn natural
sources and from medical radiations are of a comparable magnitude. It is Liely that in the future, by better means of shielding
the xepraductive celts, by machines that use various technical
innovations to give a better picture with a smaller dose, and by
the discovery of other diagnostic and treatment methods, the
dose can be decreased substantially witbout detriment to the
quality of medical practice.
By contrast, the 30-year-dose from fallout if the rate of the
last five years continues, will be 0.1 rmtgen, more or less.
(Dr.Libby of the Atomic Energy Commission gives the yearly
dose f m fallout in the United Stat= as .MI1 to .W5roentgens
per year, or 0.03 to 0.15 in 30 years. British scientists, in a report
prepared for the United Nations, give a 30-year estimate of about
0.8 roentgens for a person spending PA hwrs per day in the open
unprotected - the average individual, they estimate, would receive about 0.03 roentgens.) So we must condude that fallout,
at present rates, is a maII fraction (less than 5 per cent, perhaps
only I per cent) of natural radiations. Therefore the mutations
induced by bomb tests are a small fraction of all radiation-induced mutations, and an even smaller fraction of aII mutations.

One must mmembec, however, &at nuclear test explosions send
fallout all over the world, so that some 8 5 billion persons are
exposed. Even a very tiny r& when multiplied by such large
numbers, b m e s impressive, Various geneticists have attempted
estimates, all making use of data from e e n t d animals and
using various necessary (but mpmvable) ~ p t i o n s of, what
might be expected. For example, 1 have computed that if the
world's population is exposed to 0.1 roentgen, there may be some
8,000 children in the next geaerdi~nborn with gross physical or
mental defects, or a total of 80,000 in the longtime future. W
wise 1 have estimated 40,000 e m h o n i c and infant deaths in the
next generation, or a total of 700,000 for all time. As stated earlier,
such figures based on tangible effects probably underestimate
the total effect.
Let me emphasize that these figures may be p I y in m r ,
but they do sugge& that the very tiny fraction is a v q large
number of persons when the whole world population is involved

conclurion on genetic e h f s
World-wide fallout at the prasent rate of weapons-testing coniributes an amount of radiation that is only a small fraction,
probabIy 1 to 5 per cent of natural radiatims. Further, geneticists
believe that only a fraction (perhaps 10 per cent) of spontaneuus
mutations are radiation-indud Thus the p e n t rate of testing
will add only a very small fraction, perhaps less than 1 per cmt,
to the mutations d
g spontaneously. Thus the amount of
human death, disease, and misery from fallout wiU be only a tiny
MW.
fraction of that which accur~for
On the other W ,the number of persons exposed to fallotd

large as the world p o p h t b n , and this meam thut spread
w b b wmld in space, and m t u r i e s in time, will be
tens of thaw& w mops persons who will be dimmed, or &formed, or will die ptemahrreEy or be otHerwfse impaired a~ a
rest& of tats already h e . T b f r a h f tiny, but the n u d m
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are enormous.

SOMATIC EFFECTS OF RADIATIONS
the e£Eects of radiations on the person receiving
&em, rather than on his descendants, we h d again that information is not as solid as we should tike. Especially &cult to assess
are effects of very low, chronic doses such as might be expected
IN considering

from fallout.

effects of large doses
There is now considerabIe information a b u t what happens with
large doses. It comes from wefully controlld animal experiments. Also it has been possible to learn a great deal from direct
human experience - victims d radiation accidents, the people of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the M d l IsIanders hjured by the
test explosion of 1W,
and persons receiving heavy radiation
treatment - though often the exact dosage is not known. For the
average person about 500 roentgens over the whole body in one
dose is enough to cause death. Much larger doses can be tolerated
on a small part of the body; for example, some X-ray therapy
involves much larger doses, but to a small area. Lesser doses
cause internal bleeding, vomiting, and hair loss. Below 100 rwntgens usually no symptoms are noticed, but doses as low as 25
roentgens can cause detectable changes in the white blood cells.
All of these tragic consequences w d d be found in large numbers in the event of a nuclear war, but they oocw at doses much
(hundreds of times) higher than those due to fallout.
delayed effects
Radiation also causes long delayed effects. One is cancer; another is leukemia, a malignant disease of the white blood cells.
Another is a genera1 shortening of the life expectancy.
What makes these long delayed conditions of s p e d signscame is that there is some evidence that they are like genetic
effects in having no threshold dose. W e shall return to this topic
later. (See pages 22-24).

cesium and strontium
In worldwide faflout these two elements are of special significance. Both disintegrate slowly, having radioactive half-lives of
about 30 years, so that only a small part of the radiation is
*wasted" in the stratosphere. Also both have chemical properties,
such as solubility, that increase their probability of getting into
the

body.

Cesium-I37 shares many ch8micaI properties with potassium.
After getting into the M y it is distributed rather widely thoughout various tissues. The radiation emitted is gamma, which is
pmetxating enough so that the radiation effects occur quite uniformly throughout the body. It is gradually excreted at such a
rate that a little less than a fourth xemabs at the end of a year.
For all these reasons, cesium-137 doesn't present a unique pmblem - it simpIy adds to the general level of radiation throughout
the body and to whatevm genetic and somatic && are a h d y
occlming.

Shontium-90 presents quite a Merent problem. After reaching the earth's surface it may get into the soil and be taken up
by the roots of plants. The plants may be eaten by humans,
though in the United States more likely by farm animals. In turn,
we eat the mhds, or their products such as milk.

Strontium is c h e m i d y similar to calcium, and tends to follow
the same course as calcium in the soil, ia plants, in animals, and

inthehumanbody.hwweh~cagetmnchofaucaldurn from milk products, the most important path of strontium to
the body is: soil - grass - m w milk - humaa.
Once strontium gets into the body, again acting Zike calcium,
it tends to be deposited in the bone. There it m a i n s for many
years, continuing to send off beta radiations.
As degcribed earlier, beta radiation does not travel far in the
body before being absorbed. Therefore almost all the damage
done by strontium-HI is in the bone it&. One can produce bone
cancer In experimental animals by feeding them strontium-90.
%ere is a h the p o s s i t y of I d e m i a , for swne of the white
b l d cells are prduced in the bone marrow.
That gamma radiations from cesium-137 and the bone irradiation from strontium-g0 are dangerous in large amounts is clear
enough. But what about the low levels radting from falIwt?

-

is fallout a somatic hazard?
The fact is that no one Imm. The answer hinges hgeIy, as it
did with genetic damage, on whether there is a threshold.
It may be that cancer, leukemia, and life shortening we like
X-ray skin burns and occur d y after a minimum tbresaoId dose
with all lower doses being harmless, But, on the ather hand,
these delayed efE& may b bee mutations in that any dose, no
matter how smalI, hvolves a pqortional risk
You might ask at this point: Why are geneticists so sure that
there is no threshold for mutations while there is so much mcertainty about somatic e d k t s . One would think it would be easier
to decide the point exprimentally for somatic eflects than for
mutations siaae only one generation is involved. The answer Iies
mainly in the depth of our basic understanding. The laws o£
inheritance and mutation are among the k t understood of any
biological processes. There. is a body of welI&bIished theory
that can s m e as a guide to informative experimentation a d

provide answers to quatiom Itaaccessiile to expedmentd study.
On the other hand, cancer and aging are not nearly so well understood. They are among the most perplexing mysterim.
Most animal experiments have been done at high acute doses
and the & have g m d y been interpreted as favoring a
threshold. O n the other hand, the Hiroshima and Nagasaki incidence of leukemia, when pIotted against the estimated dose
received, suggest a straight line relatianship. Some other sources
of data (patients who had therapeutic
cMdren who
received radiation as embryos when their mothers had preparturition X-ray measurements, children treated for enlargement
of the thymus g h d ) are also in rough agreement. Furthermore,
there are some biophysical arguments in favor of no threshold
If h e is no threshold for cancer, leukemia, and life expectancy reduction, one can make computations as to the number
of cases that will ~>ceuras a result of fabut, such computations
being, of course, subject to a very wide margin of uncmhhty.
As with genetic e m , the estimated effect is a very small fracof the diseases. But conafderhrg &
tion ob the existing

-

world p o p d a h , tens of thousads of caws of bow cancer a d
hkerniu am involued.
The main enigma is strontium. On the basis of radium expmience, tbe National Committee w Radiation Protection recommends as the maximum permissible dose, a strontium level of
1000 "Sunshine units." ( A "Sunshine unit," named for the AECs
"Project Sunshine,"is measured in terms of the amount of radio-

activity per unit of calcium; one S.U. delivers roughly .003 roentgens a year to the bone.) This is for those who, for wcupatimal
reasons, must be exposed to radiation; for tbs general population
a dose onetenth as large, 100 "Sunshine units," is recommended
as the upper limit. Some have suggested a smaller limit Em

children.
In early 1957, according to the AEC, the average adult in the
United Stat- d e d 0.1to 0.2 S.U. An independent study from
Britain gives 0.2, in good agreement. Young children, whose
growing bones take up more calcium, and W o r e more strontium, average about 0.5 S.U.
Only a fraction of the stratospheric strontium has fallen, and
only a fraction of what has fallen has yet gotten into human
bones. A reasonable estimate by the British Atomic Scientists
Assmiation is that the dose from tests through 1956 will total
4 S.U. by 1970. If the pment rates of strontium-90 pxoduetim
coatinus indefmitely, the amount would eventually be 10-40
S.U., or .03 to -12 roentgens per year in the bone. This would be
a substantial fraction of the natural radiation received by the
bone, which is .loto .I5per year.
This is aho 10-40 per cent of the maximum pwnhdbla concmdration for the population. If we &ay B d o w the marimurn psrmzfssible limit, we can't go too far a b m the recent amage of
10 mgdons a yew.'

* Dr. Libby has concurred in recent findings that within a few
tests continue, the bones of young
in
nohastern U.
contain one-tenth to me-fourth -urn
pmnhibie strontium 90
(N.Y. T w , A w a,1957.)
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It must be e m p h i z e d that the maximum permissible concentration is necessarily arbitrary, for in the p e n t ignorance m e
can only balance one set of intangibles against another,

c~nclusionabout somatic effects of fallout
The f h t conclusion is that the amount of radiation from f d o u t
is much too small to cause any of the symptoms of acute radiation exposure. W e can also condude, since the amounts of radiation, even in the bone where shontium-90 is conoentrated, are
so small relative to natural radiation that any effect must be
small compared with that d
g for other reasons. However,
long-continued testing at pxesent rates can mntuaIly bring the
h e strontium level to an appreciable fraction of the background

radiation level.
The amount of ham being done is unknown because of lack
of knowledge about the existence or nonexistence of a threshold
dose below which no harm occurs. If a simple pmportionality
exists, a number of instances of leukemia and cancer are being
induced, and perhaps other diseases and some general Meshortening. The amounts would be a very small fraction of &we
cases of disease due to other factors. Ths absolute numbers,
W ,
c o m i d d n g the wortd popwould be lurge.
On the more optimistic assumption of a tbresbold, there may
be no harm done, provided the threshold is high enough so that
no one exceeds it. Perhaps neither idea is entirely correct, but
the truth lies somewhere between. In the present uncertainty,and
because of recent evidence that the reIatim of dose to leukemia
risk is one of simple proportion, it is prudent to base our tentative conclusions on the most pessimistic assumpthn.

other possibilities and r i ~ b
There has been considerable discussion recently about the possibility d "clean" bombs, that is, bombs that do not r e h e radi*
active products. The "dirtinessYof a bomb comes from hsion
rather than fusion processes and from soil, metaI, or other debris

that is included in the expIosion. Thus by inmasing the ratio of
fusion to fission energy, and exploding the bomb high in the air,
the explosion can be made *cleaner."How much further progras
can be made in this direction remains to be seen. At present
there are no clean bombs, ody cleaner, according to recent tesh w y given before the Joint Congressional Committee on
Atomic Energy.
The risks from fallout, whatever their magnitude, are Mteshal in comparison with the consequences of a nuclear war.
In addition to persons killed outright by the direct effects of expIosions would be enormous numbers of delayed effects. The
estimates for this and future generations made for pment fallout
would have to be increased, perhaps a hundred or thousand fold
A lethal dose is in the vicinity of 500 roentgens. If the consequence of a nuclear war were to expose the world's survivors
to an average of 108 roentgens, this would be a thousand times
the amount of radiation received by a generation from fallout
at present rates.
As we make greater use of nuclear energy for peacetime uses,
the radiation problem will increase. The problem of waste disposal becomes more and more Mcult. No doubt these problems
can be solved, and the bene6ts of car*
controugd atomic
energy will outweigh the inevitable incfease in genetic risk. But
the control of radioactive produm wiU be a continuously troublesome and expensive problem.
One point that deserves emphasis is that we know much more
about radiation than we do about most of the environmental
hazards of modern life. It is quite possible, indeed likely, that
among the many new chemicals in our complex industrial society
-smoke, food coloring insecticides, smog, automobile exhausts,
presewatives, drugs some will be found to be a greater somatic
or genetic hazard than radiation. It is to our great good fortune
that the atomic age came after we had some howledge of radiation dangers; we can, at bast if we choose, now proceed into
the future with due caution

-

CONCLUSIONS
GENETICISTS agree that any amount of d i u t h i s a g W
risk. Therefore fallout is doing s m Aan to future getwmths.
This harm, if present rates continue, uriU bs
mall
rehtiue to the other hazards we fm.
At t h mnw time, t b
number of persons at risk is wnj brge, so we can Be sum that a
large number of future persotzp - t m or htcndre& of thmsanda
or more -will db, vr be r I e f m d , or &d,
or &hewise
impaired as a r&
of bomb t e i n g ,
With somatk damage, no w e c m say for s u m Pwhaps no
hami is being dme at pxesent levels. The p e n t raw
amtinue, though there is not room for much increase without exceeding the recommended permissible dose. On the other hand,
with the more pessimistic assumption of a strict pqortiodity,
some tens of thousands of bone cancers and leukemia c a s a m y
have been produced. Again, this is a small fraction of all cases.
Spread over the whole -Id
in space, and over scores of generations in time, and not identihble as due to radiation, the
pmons injured as a r d t of
fallout will be lost in the much
larger number due to other
causes, and probably will not
lead to any detectable change in
the statistics. But if all tbe victims could be idenMed and assembled in one place at the same
time, we wouid all regard it as
a horribIe tragedy,
Thee are &e facts as they are h m at p m t Public offids
must take them into consideration in formulating polidas, and
so must tbe individua1 &&ng dtizen in a democracy; for hb is
the ultimate mponsibility for decisions.
27
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